A Lie isomorphism φ between algebras is called trivial if φ = ψ + τ , where ψ is an (algebraic) isomorphism or a negative of an (algebraic) anti-isomorphism, and τ is a linear map with image in the center vanishing on each commutator. In this paper, we investigate the conditions for the triviality of Lie isomorphisms from reflexive algebras with completely distributive and commutative lattices (CDCSL). In particular, we prove that a Lie isomorphism between irreducible CDCSL algebras is trivial if and only if it preserves I -idempotent operators (the sum of an idempotent and a scalar multiple of the identity) in both directions. We also prove the triviality of each Lie isomorphism from a CDCSL algebra onto a CSL algebra which has a comparable invariant projection with rank and corank not one. Some examples of Lie isomorphisms are presented to show the sharpness of the conditions.
Introduction
Let A be an associative algebra. Then A becomes a Lie algebra under the Lie product [A, B] = AB − BA, which is called a special Lie algebra. From the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem [14, pp. 159 , 160], we know that every Lie algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of some special Lie algebra. A Lie homomorphism φ of A into another associative algebra is a linear map which preserves the Lie product.
That is, φ([A, B]) = [φ(A), φ(B)] for all A, B ∈ A.
As usual, a bijective Lie homomorphism is called a Lie isomorphism.
The study of Lie isomorphisms of associative algebras and operator algebras, primarily focusing upon their relations to associative (anti-)isomorphisms, has a long history. See [2, 4] and references therein. We say that a Lie isomorphism φ from an associative algebra A onto another B is trivial if φ = ψ + τ , where ψ is an isomorphism or a negative of an anti-isomorphism from A onto B and τ is a linear map from A into the center of B, sending commutators to zero. In [24] Miers proved that each Lie isomorphism of (von Neumann) factors is trivial. In [22] Marcoux and Sourour showed that this is also true for nest algebras. More recently, in [3] Benkovič and Eremita proved the triviality of Lie isomorphisms of a certain class of triangular algebras.
In this paper, we investigate the conditions for the triviality of Lie isomorphisms from reflexive algebras with completely distributive and commutative lattices (CDCSL). In many respects, the class of CDCSL algebras is the most tractable family of non-selfadjoint operator algebras. See, for example, the discussions in [1, 5, 12, 15, 17, 19, 26, 27] . Following Hua [13] , we define an operator A of a unital algebra A to be I-idempotent if A = B + C, where B is an idempotent in A and C is a scalar multiple of the identity operator. In Section 5, we show that a Lie isomorphism between irreducible CDCSL algebras is trivial if and only if it preserves I -idempotent operators in both directions. This generalizes the result of Marcoux and Sourour [22] for nest algebras. In Section 4, we prove the triviality of each Lie isomorphism from a CDCSL algebra onto a CSL algebra which has a comparable invariant projection with rank and corank not one. In Section 6, some examples of non-trivial Lie isomorphisms are presented to show the sharpness of the conditions.
For the proof of our results, in Section 3 we describe the structure of triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideals (see Definition 3.1). This characterization makes it possible to identify the behavior of the Lie isomorphism on some special sets of operators. In fact, we note that the introduction of techniques of triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideals in the treatment of Lie isomorphisms is perhaps the most interesting novelty in this paper.
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, all spaces and algebras are over the complex field C. Let H be a Hilbert space. By B(H) we mean the set of all linear bounded operators on H. A subspace lattice L on H is a collection of projections on H that is closed under the usual lattice operations ∨ (the closed linear span) and ∧ (the set theoretic intersection), and contains the zero operator 0 and the identity operator I . A totally ordered subspace lattice is called a nest. A subspace lattice L is called a commutative subspace lattice, or a CSL, if each pair of projections in L commute. Nests are obviously commutative. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with CSLs which are completely distributive. A subspace lattice L is called completely distributive if, for every family {L γ,ω } γ ∈Γ,ω∈Ω of elements of L, the infinite distributive identity (γ ) and its dual hold, where Ω Γ denotes the set of all maps from Γ into Ω. See, for example, [12, 15] . Every nest is completely distributive. The formal definition of completely distributivity just given is, in practice, difficult to use. We recall that a complete lattice is said to be strongly reflexive if it satisfies the condition (c) of Proposition 2.1. From [19] we know that a subspace lattice is completely distributive if and only if it is strongly reflexive. 
Here Q − is defined as the projection {L ∈ L: L Q}.
For a subspace lattice L on H, the associated subspace lattice algebra Alg L is the set of operators on H that leave invariant every projection in L. Obviously, Alg L is a unital weakly closed subalgebra of B(H). Dually, if A is a subalgebra of B(H) we denote by Lat A the collection of projections that are left invariant by all operators in A. An algebra A is reflexive if A = Alg Lat A, and a lattice L is reflexive if L = Lat Alg L. Every CSL is reflexive [1] . Clearly, every reflexive algebra is of the form Alg L for some subspace lattice L and vice versa. We will call a reflexive algebra Alg L a CSL algebra if L is a CSL, and a CDCSL algebra if L is a completely distributive CSL.
Lemma 2.2. Let H be a Hilbert space and suppose that
Proof. (a) Since each CSL is reflexive, it follows that L = Lat Alg L = Lat CI = the lattice consisting of all orthogonal projections on H. The commutativity of L forces that H is onedimensional.
(
Since the linear subspace generated by all idempotents is equal to B(H), it follows that B(H) = CI . Consequently, H is one-dimensional by part (a). 2 Given a subspace lattice L, we set J (L) = {P ∈ L: P = 0 and P − = I }.
The relevance of J (L) is due to the following lemma which will be frequently used.
Lemma 2.3. [20]
Let L be a subspace lattice on a Hilbert space H. Then the rank one operator x ⊗ y belongs to Alg L if and only if there is an element P ∈ J (L) such that x ∈ P and y ∈ P ⊥ − . Here x ⊗ y is defined as (x ⊗ y)z = (z, y)x for z ∈ H. Lemma 2.4. [18] The linear subspace generated by all rank one operators in a CDCSL algebra is weak * dense in the algebra.
Lemma 2.5. [10] Every rank one operator in a CSL algebra is in the linear span of the idempotents in the algebra.
An operator S of an operator algebra A is called a single operator if the condition ASB = 0 for A, B in A implies AS = 0 or SB = 0. In a CDCSL algebra, the condition of being single need be verified only for rank one operators [16, Lemma 3.1] . It is not difficult to verify that if S is single in A then both T S and ST are also single for any T in A. It is obvious that rank one operators are single in any algebra. However, the converse is not true in general. In [16] , Lambrou established a sufficient condition for a single operator S in a CDCSL algebra Alg L to be of rank one. Namely, if S ∈ Alg L is single and S(Alg L)S = {0} then S is of rank one. Using this, we can prove the following. Lemma 2.6. Let Alg L be a CDCSL algebra on a Hilbert space H.
(a) Every single operator in Alg L is in the linear span of all idempotents in the algebra.
Proof. (a) Let S be a single operator in Alg L. Then by [16, Theorem 4.3] , either S is of rank one or S(Alg L)S = {0}. If S is of rank one, Lemma 2.5 applies, getting the desired conclusion. 
Recall that a CSL algebra Alg L is irreducible if and only if the commutant is trivial, i.e., (Alg L) = CI , which is also equivalent to the condition that L ∩ L ⊥ = {0, I }. It turns out that any CDCSL algebra can be decomposed into the direct sum of irreducible CDCSL algebras. Let L be a CDCSL on a Hilbert space H. We say that two projections P and Q in J (L) are connected if there exist finitely many projections P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n in J (L) such that P k and P k+1 are comparable for each k = 0, 1, . . . , n, where P 0 = P and P n+1 = Q. We say that a subset C of J (L) is a connected component if each pair in C are connected and any element in J (L) \ C is not connected with any element in C. 
where each (Alg L)P n viewed as a subalgebra of operators acting on the range of P n is an irreducible CDCSL algebra.
We now introduce some special projections in a CSL. Definition 2.9. Let L be a CSL and suppose that P is a non-trivial projection in L.
Proposition 2.10. Let L be a CSL and suppose that P is a comparable projection in L.
(a) P − P , and hence x ⊗ y ∈ Alg L for all x ∈ P and y ∈ P ⊥ .
Proof. It is a straightforward verification. 2
Proof. Let C be an arbitrary operator in Alg L. Then for every T ∈ P (Alg L)P ⊥ , we have that
Since P is faithful, it follows that CAP = ACP and P ⊥ BC = P ⊥ CB. Now it is easy to verify that P AP + P ⊥ BP ⊥ commutes with C. This completes the proof. 2
Any non-trivial projection in a nest is comparable. However, a CSL does not necessarily contain comparable projections. On the other hand, in the next section, we will show that if Alg L is a non-trivially irreducible CDCSL algebra then L contains a faithful projection which is also quasi-comparable.
We close this section with two obvious facts, which we will use without explicit mention. 
Triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideals
We begin with the definition.
Definition 3.1. Let A be an associative algebra and suppose that L is a linear sub-manifold of A.
One can see that triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideals are invariant for any Lie isomorphism. If Alg L is a CSL algebra and P is a projection in L, then P (Alg L)P ⊥ is an obvious example of those ideals. The following proposition shows that the converse is also true for CDCSL algebras.
Proposition 3.2. Let Alg L be a CDCSL algebra on a Hilbert space H. Let L be a triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideal. Then there is a projection
Now it suffices to prove that 
Applying this equation to z, we get
But CQ is a commutator operator on Q. It follows that CQ = 0. Hence
holds for every x ∈ Q. Applying this equation to z we get that AQ = 2(y 0 , CAz)Q. Since AQ is also a commutator, it follows that AQ = 0. Since L is completely distributive, P = {Q ∈ L:
Proof. Let L be the set of all triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideals of Alg L. Then L is nonempty because of the trivial one
In irreducible CDCSL algebras, maximal triple nilpotent commutator ideals have several equivalent characterizations.
Theorem 3.4. Let Alg L be an irreducible CDCSL algebra on a Hilbert space H and suppose that P is a non-trivial projection in L.
Then the following are equivalent.
It is straightforward to verify that P (Alg L)P ⊥ is a triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideal. To prove the maximality, let L be a triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideal which contains
Since P (Alg L)P ⊥ is faithful and Alg L is irreducible, it follows from Lemma 2.11 that AP + P ⊥ A = λI for some λ ∈ C. Furthermore, since AP + P ⊥ A is a commutator, it follows from the Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem that
It is now easy to verify that the set {ER(P − E) + P SP ⊥ + (F − P )T F ⊥ : R, S, T ∈ Alg L} is a triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideal. It follows from the maximality of P (Alg L)P ⊥ that
So for every operator A ∈ Alg L, we have that
Since the commutant of Alg L is trivial, there are scalars λ and μ such that P − E = λI and F − P = μI . Thus λE = (P − E)E = 0 and μP = (F − P )P = 0, and then λ = μ = 0. Consequently, E = P = F . Now let Q be a non-trivial projection in L. If Q P , then P Q = Q = 0. Suppose that Q P . Note that the equality P = F implies that P is the biggest projection in L on which every operator in P (Alg L)P ⊥ vanishes. Thus there is an operator A ∈ Alg L such that P AP ⊥ Q = 0, which implies P Q = 0. Consequently, we always have that P Q = 0. Dually, we have that
The another statement can be proved dually.
It follows that T x ⊗ y Q = 0 for all x ∈ Q. This is equivalent to T Q = 0. But P = {Q ∈ L: Q − P }. It follows that T P = 0. This shows the left faithfulness of P (Alg L)P ⊥ . The right faithfulness can be dually proven. 2 Remark 3.5. The theorem above shows that in a CDCSL algebra faithful projections and quasicomparable projections are equivalent. This can be used to show that a faithful projection may not be comparable. For example, let e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e 6 be an orthonormal basis of C 6 . Then the lattice L, generated by the subspaces span{e 1 }, span{e 3 }, span{e 5 }, span{e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }, span{e 3 , e 4 , e 5 } and span{e 1 , e 5 , e 6 }, is completely distributive and commutative. Moreover, Alg L is irreducible. Let P = span{e 1 , e 3 , e 5 }. Then one can verify that P is quasi-comparable and P − = I . So P is faithful but not comparable. Further, it is not difficult to check that P is a unique quasi-comparable projection.
A sufficient condition on lattices
In this section, we establish a condition on lattices that ensures that all Lie isomorphisms are trivial. We remark in advance that Example 6.3 in Section 6 shows that the condition on the rank of Q in the following theorem seems necessary. 
Note that Alg L 2 is irreducible by Lemma 2.12. It follows from Lemma 2.13 and Theorem 3.4 that P is quasi-comparable and faithful. Now for clarity of exposition, we shall organize the remaining proof in a series of lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. There exists a scalar
So by (4.1), we have,
By Lemma 2.11, the irreducibility of Alg L 2 gives Q(φ(P ) − I )Q + Q ⊥ φ(P )Q ⊥ = λ 0 I for some λ 0 ∈ C, completing the proof. 2 
Proof. We distinguish two cases. Case 1. P is an atom. Then P (Alg L 1 )P = B(P H 1 ). Since every rank one operator in B(P H 1 ) is either a scalar multiple of an idempotent of rank one or a difference of two idempotents of rank one, it suffices to prove the lemma for idempotents of rank one.
Suppose to the contrary that there exist two idempotent operators A 1 and A 2 of rank one in P (Alg L 1 )P so that φ(A 1 )Q is a scalar multiple of Q and Q ⊥ φ(A 1 ) is not a scalar multiple of Q ⊥ while Q ⊥ φ(A 2 ) is a scalar multiple of Q ⊥ and φ(A 2 )Q is not a scalar multiple of Q. Then
From the fact that A 1 and A 2 are both of rank one, it follows that
In either cases we reach a contradiction because of an obvious fact and Lemma 4.5. Case 2. P is not an atom. Then there exists a projection L in L 1 such that 0 < L < P . We first assert that it is impossible that both φ(A)Q and
φ(C).
Set λ = λ 1 − λ 2 . Then by the linearity and injectivity of φ we have that AC = λC for all C ∈ P (Alg L 1 )P ⊥ . Hence since P is faithful, A = λP . This is obviously impossible.
Without loss of generality, we now suppose that φ(L)Q is a scalar multiple of Q. Then Q ⊥ φ(L) is not a scalar multiple of Q ⊥ by the preceding assertion. Hence by Lemma 4.5 φ(A 2 )Q is a scalar multiple of Q for each idempotent
Hence by the preceding assertion and Lemma 4.5, φ(A 1 )Q is a scalar multiple of Q for each idempotent
So far, we have proved that either φ(A)Q is a scalar multiple of Q for each idempotent operator A in P (Alg L 1 )P , or Q ⊥ φ(A) is a scalar multiple of Q ⊥ for each idempotent operator A in P (Alg L 1 )P . Lemma 2.5 applies, completing the proof. 2
Similarly, we have

Lemma 4.7. One of the following holds: (a) φ(R)Q is a scalar multiple of Q for all rank one operators
R in P ⊥ (Alg L 1 )P ⊥ . (b) Q ⊥ φ(R) is a scalar multiple of Q ⊥ for all rank one operators R in P ⊥ (Alg L 1 )P ⊥ .
Lemma 4.8. One of the following holds:
Proof. Let A be in P (Alg L)P . Take a rank one operator R from P (Alg L)P . By Lemma 4.6, we can suppose that
where φ(μI ) = λ 1 I . So μ = 0 and hence R = 0. This contradicts our assumption that R = 0.
For C ∈ P (Alg L 1 )P ⊥ , we have that
φ(C)φ(A).
Thus for all D ∈ Q(Alg L 2 )Q ⊥ , we have that
Since (φ(R) − λ 1 )Q = 0, it follows from Proposition 2.10 that
Similarly, we have that Lemma 4.9. One of the following holds:
So far the assumption on the rank of Q and Q ⊥ has not been used. We will use it to classify φ. In the sequel, we say that φ is of type I if Lemmas 4.8(a) and 4.9(a) hold at the same time, and that φ is of type II if Lemmas 4.8(b) and 4.9(b) hold at the same time.
Lemma 4.10. φ is either of type I or of type II.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary, without loss of generality, that Lemmas 4.8(a) and 4.9(b) hold simultaneously. Then from the surjectivity of φ, we would have 
where J is the conjugate linear involution on H 2 in Lemma 2.7. It is easy to verify that φ 1 is a Lie isomorphism of type I. This consideration together with the result for type I case which follows completes the proof of the theorem. Now assume that φ is of type I. That is,
)I and ψ(A) = φ(A) − τ (A). Then by Lemma 4.2, ψ(I ) = I , ψ(P ) 2 = ψ(P ), Q ⊥ ψ(P ) = 0 and ψ(P )Q = Q.
Let A be in Alg L 1 . Since Q is the projection onto the range of ψ(P ), we have
ψ(A)ψ(P ) = ψ(P )ψ(A)ψ(P ).
Hence since ψ(P AP ⊥ ) = φ(P AP ⊥ ) by the definition, we have
(P ), ψ(A) = ψ(P )ψ(A) I − ψ(P ) .
From this, we see that
by the definition. The last two identities obviously yield ψ(P A) = ψ(P )ψ(A).
In what follows, we shall often use these identities without explicit mention. Now, for all A, B ∈ Alg L 1 , we have that
(P )ψ(A)ψ(P ) ψ(P )ψ(B) I − ψ(P ) = ψ(A)ψ(P )ψ(B) I − ψ(P ) ,
and therefore,
we have ψ(T S)D = ψ(T S)ψ(C) = ψ(T SC) = ψ(T )ψ(SC) = ψ(T )ψ(S)ψ(C) = ψ(T )ψ(S)D.
Since D ∈ Q(Alg L 2 )Q ⊥ is arbitrary, it follows from Proposition 2.10 that (ψ(T S) − ψ(T )ψ(S))Q = 0. Hence since Qψ(P ) = ψ(P ), we have that
Similarly, by (4.4)
Moreover,
ψ(P )ψ(T S) I − ψ(P ) = ψ P T SP
⊥ = ψ P T P SP ⊥ + ψ P T P ⊥ SP ⊥ = ψ(P T )ψ P SP ⊥ + ψ P T P ⊥ ψ SP ⊥ = ψ
(P )ψ(T )ψ(P )ψ(S) I − ψ(P ) + ψ(P )ψ(T ) I − ψ(P ) ψ(S) I − ψ(P ) = ψ(P )ψ(T )ψ(S) I − ψ(P ) .
This together with (4.5) and (4.6) yields that ψ(T S) = ψ(T )ψ(S).
So ψ is a homomorphism. It remains to show that ψ is bijective. However, this is easily seen from the fact ψ(I ) = I and the definition of ψ . The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. 2
A necessary and sufficient condition for the triviality of a Lie isomorphism
In this section, we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a Lie isomorphism between irreducible CDCSL algebras to be trivial. Recall that an operator is I-idempotent if it is the sum of an idempotent operator and a scalar multiple of I . We also call an operator I-single if it is the sum of a single operator and a scalar multiple of I . 
(A) is an I -idempotent operator if and only if A is an I -idempotent operator.
Proof. We first observe that if (1) holds then it is straightforward to verify that φ preserves I -operators in both directions. The remainder of the proof is devoted to proving the converse. H 1 )) contains no non-zero triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideals by Proposition 3.2. Hence Alg L 2 contains no non-zero nilpotent Lie triple commutator ideals. Therefore L 2 is also trivial. So, in this case, φ is a Lie isomorphism from B (H 1 ) onto B(H 2 ) . Consequently, φ is trivial [23] .
In the sequel, we shall assume that L 1 is non-trivial. Then by Corollary 3.3, there is a nontrivial projection such that P (Alg L 1 )P ⊥ is a maximal triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideal in Alg L 1 . Since maximal triple nilpotent commutator Lie ideals are invariant for Lie isomorphisms, it follows that φ(P (Alg
Moreover, by Theorem 3.4, both P and Q are faithful. For two idempotent operators E and F , we say that E F if EF = F E = E and that E < F if E F and E = F . Let Idem(L i ) be the set of all non-trivial idempotents in Alg L i , i = 1, 2. Arguing as in [22, Lemmas 3.5, 3.9] , there exists a bijective induced mapφ : Idem(L 1 ) → Idem(L 2 ) which satisfies:
Further we claim that P is comparable exactly when Q is comparable. Suppose that P is comparable.
Hence there exists a scalar β such thatφ(
So the range ofφ(P 1 ) coincides with that of Q 1 . Since P 1 and P are comparable, it follows from the property (P2) that eitherφ(P 1 ) φ (P ) orφ(P ) φ (P 1 ). By Lemma 4.2, Q is the projection onto the range ofφ(P ). Therefore Q 1 Q or Q Q 1 . Consequently Q is comparable in L 2 . Considering φ −1 , the claim is established.
First suppose that P is comparable. Then Q is also comparable. If neither of Q and Q ⊥ is of rank one, then φ is trivial by Theorem 4.1; if one of Q and Q ⊥ is of rank one, then φ −1 is of type I or type II and hence φ −1 (and then φ) is trivial.
From now we assume that P is not comparable. Then neither of P and P ⊥ is of rank one. By Lemma 2.2 there exist non-zero idempotents A 0 in P (Alg L 1 )P and B 0 in P ⊥ (Alg L 1 )P ⊥ such that A 0 < P and B 0 < P ⊥ . Thus P + B 0 ∈ Idem(L 1 ) and A 0 < P < P + B 0 . By the property (P3), eitherφ(A 0 ) <φ(P ) <φ(P + B 0 ) orφ(A 0 ) >φ(P ) >φ(P + B 0 ).
Let A be an idempotent in P (Alg L 1 )P . Then A P < P + B 0 . By the property (P3), we know thatφ(A) φ (P ). This implies thatφ(A) =φ(P )φ(A). Since Q ⊥φ (P ) = 0, it follows that Q ⊥φ (A) = 0. Consequently Q ⊥ φ(A) is a scalar multiple of Q ⊥ .
Let now B be an idempotent in P ⊥ (Alg L 1 )P ⊥ . Since A 0 < P < P + B andφ(A 0 ) <φ(P ), it follows from the property (P3) thatφ(P ) <φ(P + B). Sinceφ(P )Q = Q, it follows that φ(P ) =φ(P + B)φ(P ) thatφ(P + B)Q = Q. Consequently φ(B)Q is a scalar multiple of Q.
The proof of Claim 1 is complete. Similarly we can prove
As we know, an algebraic isomorphism between CDCSL does not necessarily preserve the rank of operators [8] ; we may not expect that φ maps a rank one operator into a sum of a rank one operator and a scalar multiple of I . However we show below that φ preserves I -single operators. Recall that we call an operator to be I -single if it is a sum of a single operator and a scalar multiple of I .
Claim 3. φ preserves I -single operators in both directions.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that Claim 1 holds. Now let S be a single operator in Alg L 1 . Then S ∈ IdemSp(L 1 ) by Lemma 2.6. Suppose that R 1 and R 2 are rank one operators in Alg L 2 such that R 1 ψ 1 (S)R 2 = 0. Then by the preceding argument, we have that
Since S is single, we have that either ψ
Note that L 2 is non-trivial and Q is not comparable under our assumptions. Using the preceding argument, one can show that φ −1 preserves I -single operators.
The proof of Claim 3 is complete.
With help of the claim above we can prove Lemma 4.10 in the present situation.
Claim 4. φ is of type I or of type II.
We assume Claim 1 and prove that φ is of type I. Let A be in P (Alg L 1 )P . Suppose that R is a rank one operator in Q(Alg L 2 )Q. Applying Claim 1 to φ −1 and by Lemma 2.5 we may suppose that P ⊥ φ −1 (R) = λP ⊥ . Since R is single and φ −1 preserves I -single operators, we may suppose that φ −1 (R) = S + γ I , where S in Alg L 1 is single and γ ∈ C.
. Since the rank of P ⊥ is not one, by Lemma 2.6,
Since AS is single, by Claim 1 and Lemma 2.6(a), we may suppose that Q ⊥ φ(AS) = μQ ⊥ . Now for any C ∈ P (Alg L 1 )P ⊥ we have that
Comparing these two equations we get that
Thus we have showed that for every rank one operator R in Q(Alg L 2 )Q there exists an opera-
From now we repeat an argument in [21] where we characterized Lie derivations of CDCSL algebras. Note that Q(Alg L 2 )Q is also a CDCSL algebra on the separable Hilbert space QH 2 .
Then by Lemma 2.8 we can decompose Q(Alg L 2 )Q as the direct sum of at most countably many irreducible CDCSL algebras {A k }:
Fix an index k. Suppose that R is a rank one operator in A k . For every L ∈ C k , by Theorem 3.4 there exists a unit vector
Therefore, there exists a scalar λ k such that α(R)x = λ k Rx holds for all x ∈ Q k since {L: L ∈ C k } is dense in Q k . Hence this holds on Q since α(R)x = Rx = 0 for all x ∈ Q j with j = k.
Therefore, there exists a scalar λ k such that α(R) = λ k R for every rank one operator R ∈ A k . Thus λ k RD = RDφ(A) for every rank one operator
is a scalar multiple of Q ⊥ because of the irreducibility of Alg L. This proves the claim.
Finally, repeating the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.11, we complete the proof of the theorem. 2
As an application, we recapture the main result in [22] .
Corollary 5.2. Every Lie isomorphism between nest algebras is trivial.
Proof. It is shown in [22] that, for a nest algebra A, A ∈ A is an I -idempotent operator if and
It follows that any Lie isomorphism between nest algebras preserves I -idempotent operators in both directions and therefore it is trivial. 2
We remark in passing that the equivalent characterization of I -idempotent operators in [22] mentioned above holds only for nest algebras. In fact, if a CSL L is not a nest, then there are two projections P 1 and P 2 in L such that P 1 P 2 and P 2 P 1 . Now 
Examples
In this section we construct three examples of "non-trivial" Lie isomorphisms. They all involve irreducible CDCSL algebras A 2n and A ∞ . These algebras are called tridiagonal algebras and have been found to be useful counterexamples to a number of plausible conjectures. In particular, these algebras have non-trivial cohomology [9] , and admit non-(quasi-)spatial automorphisms [8] .
We refer the reader to papers [6, 7] for the original definitions of tridiagonal algebras. For our purpose, we shall use the equivalent characterizations. More precisely, we define
where D n is the n × n diagonal matrix algebra and M n is a special D n -bimodule consisting of n × n matrices of the form ⎡ .
